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L
ithium ion batteries (LIBs) with im-
proved capacity, rate, and cycle life
are highly desired in the modern con-

sumer electronics industry.1�3 Nanostruc-
tured silicon is a very promising electrode
material for high-performance LIBs because
silicon has an extremely high theoretical
gravimetric capacity at room temperature;
additionally, the nanostructuring of silicon
enhances mechanical fracture tolerance,
resulting in increased cyclability.4�10 Re-
search on the lithiation mechanism and
kinetics of silicon nanostructures is an emer-
ging field.
The reaction front of lithiation is a critical

interface that separates the lithiated phase
from the pristine structure in LIBs. The elec-
trochemical reaction that occurs at the in-
terface is an essential process during battery
operation, and the kinetics of the reaction
front plays a decisive role in governing the
rate performance of batteries.11�14 Recently,
studies on the lithiation kinetics in crystalline
silicon nanostructures demonstrated that
the orientation-dependent mobility of the

reaction front led to highly anisotropic lithia-
tion behavior.15�18 The slowing of the reac-
tion front upon lithiation, which ultimately
gave rise to self-limiting lithiation behavior,
was attributed to mechanical stress.14,19 It
is vital but rather difficult to understand all
of the factors that can affect the reaction
front, considering the complex local physi-
cal and chemical environment in Si nano-
structures.20�23 Here, we report the exotic
behavior of reaction front migration and
the formation of a novel stage structure in
lithiated silicon nanowires. The results of
this study demonstrate the crucial role of
stress and local defects in determining
lithiated/pristine interface migration.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A nanoscale lithium ion half-cell with
metallic lithium, lithia, and Si nanowire as
the counter electrode, electrolyte, and
working electrode, respectively, was con-
structed inside a JEOL 2010F transmission
electron microscope (TEM) using a home-
made double-tilt specimen holder with a
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ABSTRACT Nanostructured silicon anodes, which possess extre-

mely high energy density and accommodate large strain without

pulverization, have been developed rapidly for high-power lithium

ion batteries. Here, using in situ transmission electron microscopy,

the lithiation behavior of silicon nanowires with diameters smaller

than 60 nm was investigated. The study demonstrated a direct

dependence of the self-limiting lithiation on the pristine diameter. A

“punch-through” lithiation process at the core of nanowires with

pristine diameters slightly larger than the self-limiting threshold is

suggested to occur with the consequent formation of a stage structure. Our work demonstrates the crucial role of mechanical stress and local defects in

determining the migration and geometry of the reaction front at the mesoscopic scale. This intriguing finding holds critical significance for the application

of silicon nanostructures in high-power lithium ion batteries.
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nanomanipulator.24�27 The experimental configura-
tion is schematically shown in Figure 1a. CVD-grown
Si nanowires on the substrate were first attached to a
gold wire and then incorporated into the TEM grid. The
metallic lithium, which acted as a counter electrode,
was scratched by an electrochemically etched tung-
sten tip in a glovebox. The oxide layer on the surface of
the metallic lithium served as the solid electrolyte. The
Li2O-covered Li electrode was driven by a nanomani-
pulator, and once it contacted the free end of a
selected nanowire, a potentiostatic hold of 3.5 V was
applied across the two electrodes. Sequential TEM
images of the first lithiation process for the nanowire
with a diameter of 40 nm are shown in Figure 1b�e
(see Supporting Information, Movie 1). Facilitated by
the high contrast in electron transparency between the
lithiated and pristine phases,11,28,29 a distinct core/shell
structure was observed. The lithiation of the Si nano-
wire was demonstrated to occur radially from the
surface toward the inner bulk.19 Upon lithiation, an
amorphous LixSi (a-LixSi) shell with a gray contrast
developed and grew, whereas the pristine, unreacted
crystalline Si (c-Si) core shrank. The distinct contrast
and the sharp boundary between the a-LixSi shell and
c-Si core, regarded as the reaction front, indicated a
two-phase mechanism of Li invasion into Si.30,31 The
lithiation became extremely slow as the core�shell

interface moved deeply into the c-Si core. A relatively
stable core/shellmicrostructurewas obtained after 3min,
leaving the inner core unreacted. This self-limiting
lithiation of the Si nanowires is consistent with pre-
viously reported experiments and is attributed to the
stress-retardation effect, while high compressive stres-
ses developed in the a-LixSi shell due to the large and
abrupt change in Li concentration between two
phases.31�34

In addition, we monitored another Si nanowire with
a pristine diameter of 35 nm. Successive TEM images of
the first lithiation process are shown in Figure 1f�i.
Note that the contact between the Li2O/Li and Si
nanowire introduced strain along the nanowire; the
asymmetrical dispersion of this strain gave rise to the
initially striated contrast shown in Figure 1f. Upon
lithiation, the nanowire swelled, and a core/shell struc-
ture with a gray contrast in the outer region gradually
emerged (Figure 1g,h). This conventional core/shell
microstructure surprisingly vanished, anda fully lithiated
Si nanowire with uniform contrast was observed at 65 s,
as shown in Figure 1i (see Supporting Information,
Movie 2). This full lithiation behavior of the Si nanowire
is in stark contrast to the self-limited lithiation behavior
reported in previous studies.17,19

To examine the repeatability of this full-lithiation
behavior, we carried out a series of comparative

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of in situ TEMmeasurement setup. The CVD-grown Si nanowires on the substrates were scraped by a
gold wire and further incorporated into the TEM grid. Once the selected nanowire contacted the lithium-loaded tungsten tip,
which could be controlled by piezoelectric nanomanipulator, a lithiation voltagewould be applied between the TEMgrid and
the tungsten tip, while the structural evolution during lithiationwas investigated and recordedby the electron beam. (b�e) A
series of bright-field TEM images of a Si nanowire with a pristine diameter of 40 nm during the first lithiation process. An
amorphous LixSi shell was observed and grew progressively during lithiation. After 3min, the core/shell structure was stable,
indicating self-limited lithiation. (f�i) Images of another nanowire with a smaller diameter (35 nm) during the reaction
process. After 65 s, the nanowire exhibited uniform contrast and was fully lithiated. Scale bar, 200 nm.
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experiments. Nine CVD-grown Si nanowires with pris-
tine diameters smaller than 60 nm were selected
systematically, and in situ characterizations were per-
formed with the same setup at exactly the same
lithiation voltage previously used. The final status of
the first lithiation process is summarized in Figure 2
(see Supporting Information, Figures S1�S4). We can
conclude that in our experiment, a nanowire with a
diameter smaller than 38 nm could be fully lithiated,
whereas an unreacted c-Si core remained when the
pristine diameter was larger than such threshold.

Previously reported kinetics studies of Si nanowire
lithiation focused mainly on the behavior of nanowires
with the diameters larger than 100 nm.17,19 The lithiation
process was observed to be fast at the beginning and
then apparently slowed down. This slowing of the reac-
tion front was attributed to the stress that arises from Li
concentration gradients across a reaction front.14,30�32

The extremely slow velocity of the core�shell interface
was noted as an indication of self-limiting lithiation after
the thickness of the a-LixSi shell exceeded100 nm, during
which the stress accumulated to a tremendously high
level and played a destructive role upon further
lithiation.19,34 In our experiment, for Si nanowires with a
small pristine diameter (smaller than 38nm), full lithiation
couldbeachieveddue to relatively lowmechanical stress,
which did not hinder the driving force for reaction.
Substantial effort was further devoted to studying

the lithiation behavior of nanowires with diameters
of ∼38 nm. Figure 3a�c shows morphological images
of one nanowire with a diameter of 38 nm during
in situ lithiation, observed along the [111] zone axis.
The large contrast between the amorphous, lithiated
phase and pristine, crystalline pristine Si facilitated the
observation of a radially propagating reaction front
(Figure 3d�f). As shown in Figure 3f, the nanowire
could not be fully lithiated, leaving a 13.8 nm-thick

Figure 2. Diameter of the unreacted core in lithiated Si
nanowire as a function of the pristine diameter. Final
unreacted core diameters of nine Si nanowires with various
pristine diameters demonstrated a size-dependent lithia-
tion behavior.

Figure 3. Stage structure of lithiated Si nanowire. (a�c) Consecutive low-resolution TEM images of a 38 nm diameter Si
nanowire during the first lithiation process. The inset of (a) shows the selected area electron diffraction pattern of the
nanowire. Scale bar, 200 nm. (d�f) The dynamic propagation of the shell�core interface. The red dashed lines highlight the
reaction fronts. Scale bar, 5 nm. (g�i) High-resolution TEM images of the inner core during the lithiation process. The typical
pristine Si structure is shown in (g). Upon further lithiation, a nanoscale lithiation path along the radial direction developed
locally, as shown in (h). The red arrows indicate the lithiation path. An alternating sequence of lithiated and unlithiated, few
atomic layer thick microstructures along the axial direction is shown in (i), revealing the formation of a stage structure in the
core. Scale bar, 2 nm.
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unreacted core. A detailed understanding of the reac-
tion front was gathered by monitoring the core at
high resolution, as shown in Figure 3g�i. The pristine,
unreacted core showed a representative lattice
structure when observed along the [111] direction
(Figure 3g). The entire shell�core interface barely
moved toward the center of the nanowire after 45 s,
whereas a local amorphous, lithiated phase appeared
in the previously unreacted c-core. Figure 3h repre-
sents an intermediate stage of lithiation duringwhich a
newly formed lithiation channel along the radial direc-
tion partially passed through the core. During this
stage, the mobility of the interface was locally en-
hanced such that the mesoscopic rise of the reaction
front geometry along the radial direction could be
observed. Finally, an alternating sequence of amor-
phous, lithiated Si and pristine, crystalline Si was ob-
served along the axial direction, demonstrating a stage
structure in the partially lithiated core. Amorphous
lithiated phase (∼2 nm) was interbedded with the

pristine phase in an orderly manner (see Supporting
Information, Figures S5 and S6). After the development
of an amorphous-shell/stage-structure-core, the mi-
crostructure of the Si nanowires did not alter, even
with prolonged lithiation.
Lithiation dominated by a ledge mechanism in Si

nanowires was reported previously, and the origin of
the orientation-dependent mobility of the reaction
front was comprehensively studied.15,17,35,36 The amor-
phous LixSi shell was observed to have been produced
through the layer by layer peeling off the atomic facets.
It should be noted that the diameters of the Si nano-
wires investigated in those studies were larger than
100 nm, with the c-core larger than 50 nm after self-
limiting lithiation. In the present study,when thepristine
size of Si nanowires fell within the most suitable range
(38�40 nm here), the smooth, lithiated/unlithiated
interface shrank into several∼2 nm wide subinterfaces
with relatively uniform spacing (∼3 nm), This exotic
migrationof the reaction front led to thepunch-through

Figure 4. First lithiation process of a heavily doped silicon nanowire. (a�c) High-resolution TEM images and corresponding
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) data of the pristine nanowire. Linear defects along the radial direction are observed. Scale bar,
5 nm. (d�f) In situ TEM images of the first lithiation process of the nanowire. A lithiation induced crack is indicated by the red
square in (f). Scale bar, 200 nm. (g�i) Consecutive TEM images of a selected area of the nanowire during lithiation. A bamboo-like,
partially lithiated core is shown in (i).
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of a series of nanoscale radial lithiation channels and
then created stage structures in the core. Our results
indicate that the parameters governing this vertical
punch-through mechanism are the diameter of each
pristine nanowire and that of the final core structure. It is
speculated that the stress accumulated in this system
(pristine diameter of 38 nm and final core diameter of
13.8 nm) is sufficient to hinder full lithiation. However, it
is not sufficiently high to completely prevent the migra-
tion of the lithiation interface. As a result, a partially
lithiated core was observed. This well-ordered lithiation
pattern in the partially lithiated core is analogous to the
staging phenomenon observed in graphite intercalation
compounds, in which a strainmechanism is suggested to
give rise to the stage structure.37 In the systemconsidered
in this study, the lattice-stress interactions are long-range,
and the resulting stress energy must be shared by all
atomic layers of the silicon phase. To achieve the mini-
mum stress energy, the Li�Si alloy phase is packed in the
pristine structure with a well-ordered distribution.
The stage structure observed in the partially lithiated

core of a nanowire clearly demonstrates that the stress
induced by lithiation can alter the local geometry of the
reaction front at themesoscopic scale. To shed light on
the role of the local environment on the migration of
the lithiation interface, we further carried on an in situ

experiment on heavily doped Si nanowires with radial
linear defects (Supporting Information Figure S7),
which facilitated the creation of new lithiation paths.
Figure 4a�c shows a CVD-grown, heavily doped Si
nanowire with a pristine diameter of 68 nm and a
high density of linear defects along the (110) atomic
lattice plane. Upon lithiation, the nanowire swelled to
104 nm in diameter and fractured into two segments
(indicated by the red square in Figure 4f). The in situ

TEM images in Figure 4g�i show that an amorphous
shell developed with the elongation and swelling of
the wire (see Supporting Information, Movie 3). A
bamboo-like structure with three gray knots appeared
in the core, as shown in Figure 4i. The pristine, undoped
Si nanowirewith a diameter of 68 nmwould follow self-
limiting lithiation behavior, showing a clear core�shell
structure with a flat interface. However, for heavily
doped Si, the interface mobility was locally enhanced
by radial defects (see Supporting Information, Movie 4).
In other words, the existence of radial linear defects
weakened the Si�Si covalent bonding and thus assisted
in the creation of new ion transport paths along the
radial direction. As a result, nanoscale lithiation channels
penetrated the unreacted crystalline core, resulting in a
bamboo like, partially lithiated core.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, in situ TEM lithiation characterizations
of Si nanowires with diameters smaller than 60 nm
have been presented. It was observed that the self-
limiting lithiation of the Si nanowires showed size
dependence behavior and Si nanowires with dia-
meters smaller than 38 nm could be fully lithiated.
We found that the geometry and migration of the
lithiation interface can be altered and enhanced by an
environment characterized by local stress and defects at
themesoscopic scale, leading to a novel stage structure
in the crystalline core. The observed size-dependent
lithiation behavior holds implications for achieving high
charge capacity in lithium ion batteries. Additionally, our
work represents an important advancement in the
fundamental understanding of the lithiation mechan-
ism of silicon for promoting the application of Si nano-
wires in high-energy-density lithium ion batteries.

METHODS
Si nanowires were synthesized via the vapor�liquid�solid

growth technique. Growth was carried out at 450 �C for intrinsic
nanowires and 470 �C for n-type nanowires under a pressure of
8.5 and 9 Torr, respectively, by CVD. Gold colloidal nanoparticles
with diameters of ∼40 nm were spin-coated on a thermally
oxidized SiO2 layer (300 nm in thickness) on a Si (pþ2) substrate
as the growth catalyst. High-purity silane carried by hydrogen
was used as the precursor, and phosphine (1000 ppm in H2

carrier) served as the n-doping gases.
In situ characterization was carried out using a homemade

TEM-SPM specimen holder with a nanomanipulator in a
JEOL2010F TEM at 200 kV. Si nanowires were attached to a gold
wire and then loaded onto the specimen holder. Metal lithium
was scratched by an electrochemically etched tungsten tip. A
homemade piezo-driven nanomanipulator was used to manip-
ulate the tungsten tip to contact a selected nanowire inside the
column. Electrochemical measurements were conducted using
Agilent B2912A under the potentiostatic mode.
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